PDE Demo Loan Program:

Thank you for your interest in the PDE dynamic spring system. To date, we have thousands of successful patients using the PDE spring system to address many types of conditions including, general ambulation, rehabilitation and high activity situations.

We understand the uniqueness of this product and the desire for you and your referral sources to evaluate the system before prescribing this device to a patient. To accommodate this we have developed a Demo Loaner Program.

The PDE System is designed to be used for both low and high activity dynamic devices as well as prosthetic partial feet and unloading type braces.

Please see the image below as an example of the PDE demo device we will be sending out.

Note: Demo device is for display and marketing only. Brace is not intended for patient use.

Please contact info@fabtechsystems.com or call 800-FABTECH to arrange the next available PDE Demo.
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How the evaluation program works:

Your company will provide us with a faxed or emailed company purchase order for item number PN: PDE-Demo (you may be asked to set up an account). There is NO cost to your company for the use of the Demo if returned and in non-damaged condition and by the dates of the agreement. *If the Demo brace is not returned within 45 days your company agrees to reimburse Fabtech Systems for the cost of the device at $1,000.00.*

Your company agrees to takes responsibility for any repairs or replacement costs should the device be damaged or not returned while in your possession.

Shipment:

Fabtech Systems will provide UPS Ground shipment to you. We will request your UPS or FedEx shipping account number if your shipping request is to be expedited. We will be shipping any next day or air requests on your account. You are responsible for the return shipping costs.

Timeline:

On average your company will have 5 to 10 days to evaluate the PDE demo brace. Please read the information supplied with the demo brace and have the device returned to us by the posted return date. Please email or fax us the freight information and tracking number when you return the demo brace.

Attention Hanger Clinics:

*Please originate your purchase order (PO) through SPS.*

USA Distributors:

*If you would like to use your current distributor, please contact them for information.*

Company Contact Information

- Email Return Tracking: info@fabtechsystems.com
- Accounting Department: finance@fabtechsystems.com
- Sales and Support: erin@fabtechsystems.com
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